
Strength you  
can depend on

The leading manufacturers 
of polyurethane adhesives 
and coatings

A bond for life



We develop and manufacture an extensive 
range of formulated polyurethane products:

 1 and 2 component 100% 
Solvent Free Adhesives

 Polyurethane 
Textile Adhesives

 Spray and Hand 
Applied Polyurea

 Waterproofing Systems 
for Roofs & Balconies

 Polyurethane Binders 
for Playgrounds & 
Sports Pitches

 Polyurethane Coatings

 Decorative Coatings

 Seamless Industrial 
Flooring

 PUR Reactive Hot Melts

We work closely with our customers to deliver formulated 
polyurethanes of the highest quality. Our products are tailored 
for our customer’s precise requirements ensuring that they 
perform at their best.

The applications are infinite, from insulated panel production 
to textile and kitchen pad lamination, from sports pitches and 
playgrounds to high friction surfaces.

A bond for life

Leeson Polyurethanes are the leading innovators 
and manufacturers of Polyurethane Adhesives 
and Coatings, supplying worldwide.

Did you  
know?

The talented team at Leeson Polyurethanes can 

manufacture bespoke PU products to perfectly 

suit your requirements. Whether you require 

a liquid adhesive, our reactive PUR Hot Melts, 

or a product made especially for your industry: 

Leeson Polyurethanes can produce it.



Strong, durable and long-lasting  
Industrial Adhesives have a multitude  
of applications for our customers.

Polyurethane Adhesives are commonly utilised in the 
production and manufacture of panels; ranging from  
insulated and vehicle panels, to panels for use in cold  
storage and flooring. Textile Adhesives are used to laminate 
flexible foams, domestic scourers, automotive trim, intimate 
apparel, garment textiles; an unlimited list of applications.

Industrial Adhesives have multiple uses on building sites for the 
construction industry. Hard-wearing products for tough jobs.

Our Adhesives can withstand extremes of temperature, 
exposure to oil, water, acids and alkalis: whatever you 
throw at them, our resilient products stand up to the job.

We are constantly innovating with our hard-wearing, 
flexible products that can be applied in a wide range 
of settings; in fact, you are never far away from 
our products.

ADHESIVES

COATINGS
Our innovative Polyurea and Polyurethane 
Coatings are used in a wide range of applications. 

We are continually developing our coatings to meet 
the requirements of our customers.

Liquid Applied Protective Coatings are based 
on polyurea and polyurethane technology.

Applications include concrete protection, steel protection, 
waterproofing and scenography for films.

Rubber Crumb Polyurethane Binders used in sports 
pitches and playgrounds give excellent tensile and elongation 
properties to conform to BS7188:1998; as well as resistance 
to extremes of temperature. We manufacture binders for 
both pour-in-place and tile production, with grades suitable 
for both hand and machine installation.

Anti-Skid Coatings reduce the risk of accidents when 
applied on roads, bridges, marine applications, cycle 
routes and pedestrian areas.

The High Friction Surfacing Coating System is a two 
component polyurethane coating for binding aggregate  
to a road surface where high friction is required.

Polyurethane Coatings 
are used to bind decorative 
aggregates such as pathways, 
drives, and car parking. 
Porous, and therefore 
SUDS compliant, they 
also give an attractive 
hard wearing surface.

Leeson Polyurethanes Paints 
are ideally suited for use as anti-slip 
floor coatings in areas of light traffic.

These two component 100% solvent free 
polyurethane and polyaspartic coatings can 
be applied to firm, level surfaces with 
and without an anti-slip aggregate.



Leeson Polyurethanes Ltd.
Hermes Close, Warwick, CV34 6RP, UK.
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BRITISH ADHESIVES &
SEALANTS ASSOCIATION

A bond for life

INNOVATION
Our Polyurethane products are developed 
and manufactured to the highest quality 
with our customers at the forefront.
Leading the way in both supply and innovation, 
Leeson Polyurethanes are continually refining 
and reinventing our products to meet 
our customer’s requirements for durable, 
longlasting and flexible polyurethane products.


